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Season 3, Episode 6
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The ATX-Files



In an attempt to bond with Wyatt, Owen and Judd take the teen alien hunting, but their search takes a different turn when they find two dead bodies. Meanwhile, Tommy joins a grief group for widowers, as mysterious events around her house lead her to believe Charles is communicating from the beyond with her and the twins. Then, a woman fears she is cursed and takes drastic measures to cure herself.
Quest roles:
Lourdes Benedicto(Curandera), McKaley Miller(Brianna), Jackson Pace(Wyatt Harris), Linara Washington(Beverly Gordon), Kerry O'Malley(Wren), Dean Chekvala(Jasper), Veronica Diaz-Carranza(Liza), Angela Elayne Gibbs(Sylvia), Annie Heller(Mrs. Beasley), Neiko Neal(Russell), Renellè Nicole(Crystal), Sean H. Scully(Caleb), Jackson Pace(Wyatt), Gordon Tarpley(Dispatcher (uncredited))


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
14 February 2022, 20:00
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